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your computer from virus
infection! For security reasons,
Windows users should turn off
automatic updates that can slow
down computer performance,
disable UAC and antivirus
programs . Viral advertising on the
Web is always attractive in its own
way - it is often one of the shortest
and most effective means of
advertising today, usually bringing
in pretty decent money. But still,
you should not get carried away,
because in some cases this
advertisement can end very badly.
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At least - unauthorized access to
the computer. At the same time,
there are exceptions to these rules.
One of these reasons has already
been noted above, the other is the
appearance on the network of a
huge number of free torrent
trackers, where the rights to use the
BitTorrent client are provided.
Increasingly, users are using this
feature without even suspecting
that their computer may be
infected. It is not uncommon to see
forum posts such as â€œHelp! I
downloaded a torrent file from the
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Internet, in which it was broken. I
deleted everything, downloaded
another one, but the one I launched
was broken again and so I deleted
almost all the files. But the torrent
client remained working, and I
tried to launch it again. Nothing
happened, it's already night, and
the torrent traffic is still growing.
Indeed, one of the main questions
to ask yourself if suddenly you are
in trouble, and you are faced with
this question: â€œWhy does the
torrent clicker continue to work
when you deleted it?â€. Many of
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them will then refer to the fact that
there are a lot of free closed-source
programs on the Internet, and there
are a lot of such programs.
However, no matter how well
â€œdisguisedâ€ this weapon is,
there is still a risk that a virus will
get into your computer. And then
you, as in that proverb, will be
responsible for everything. Try not
to launch a running site, especially
if you have not had time to really
do anything yet. First, launching an
infected site from time to time is
not that difficult. But if such a
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habit becomes your way of life,
your computer (and now if it has
become yours) can have a lot of
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